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Education 

Research 

Education 

Research 

I help with the 

pedagogical 

content in the 

Mechanics Online 

course. I am also a 

physics lecturer in 

the Experimental 

Study Group (ESG) 

at MIT. 
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I am creating a 

Mechanics 

Reasoning 

Inventory and 

providing support to 

Mechanics Online 

and the review 

course. 

I am developing 

multidimensional 

extensions to 

item response 

theory.  

I am remarkably 

calm as this 

monkey eats my 

head. 

I teach introductory 

physics. I designed 

and ran the online 

mechanics course, 

and I am interested 

in developing and 

testing successful 

pedagogy for online 

courses. 

My research 

involves data-

mining 

techniques 

addressing the 

general 

description of 

learning in online 

and blended 

courses. 

RELATE developed a review course for 

students who performed poorly in 8.01. 

The course focuses on problem-solving 

using the MAPS pedagogy. Online 

resources similar to those in Mechanics 

Online were provided through LON-

CAPA. Students who took this review 

course showed significant improvement in 

problem solving ability, attitudes towards 

learning science, and transfer of problem 

solving skills to subsequent courses. This 

review was used as a pilot for 8.011. 

Catching students 
who fall through the 
cracks 

IAP Physics 
Review 

I am this group’s PI, 

and the Cecil and 

Ida Green 

Professor of 

Physics. Before my 

education work I 

was an atomic 

physicist. 

One piece of data that we track is 

the student trajectory through the 

course material. The chart to the 

right shows which types of 

resources are the last ones 

accessed by students before they 

leave the course. That quiz 

problems are proportionately 

more likely to be the last thing 

people see may indicate that 

students are more likely to finish 

entire units than to stop in the 

middle of the homework. 

Mechanics 
Online 

Free online course 
in introductory 
physics 

Mechanics Online combines standard introductory topics with problems at an MIT level. The course uses 

the MAPS approach, and was offered twice in LON-CAPA. The second course was aimed at high school 

teachers interested in refreshing their skills and bringing difficult problems and new pedagogy to their 

classrooms. This year sees the course materials migrating to the edX platform. 

The graph to the left highlights how course structure and the 

assignment of the e-text affect overall reading levels in 

introductory physics courses. The figure depicts the %N students 

who have read greater than %E pages of their courses respective 

e-text.  The majority of data represent blended courses from 

MSU and are color coded based on course structure and how 

the e-text was used: as a supplement (black), as a traditional 

approach (green), in a reformed approach (blue), and in our MIT 

course (red). It is clear that the approach used in the course 

makes a difference when it comes to students reading the text. 

edX Data analysis from 

online education 

The RELATE group is analyzing education 

quantitatively, capitalizing on rich datalogs  

from online tutors and large online courses 

such as 6.002x. Our aim is to learn what and 

how students are learning and ultimately to 

improve learning outcomes. 

 

Our group examines student usage of the 

resources that accompany online courses, 

including text. Weekly use of the e-text dies 

off substantially after the first exam in both 

traditional blended courses and in 6.002x,. 

This is in contrast to the videos, which are 

used evenly each week. 
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Homework 
Copying 

Repetitive copiers have three 

times the failure rate of non-

copiers. Copying homework 

turns As into Cs. 

The majority of students, who copied less than 10% of their 

problems, worked steadily over the three days prior to the 

deadline, whereas repetitive copiers – those who copied 

>30% of their submitted problems – exerted little effort early. 

Importantly, copying homework problems that require an 

analytic answer correlates with a 2s decline over the 

semester in relative score for similar problems on exams but 

does not significantly correlate with the amount of conceptual 

learning as measured by pretesting and post-testing. An 

anonymous survey containing questions used in many 

previous studies of self-reported academic dishonesty showed 

that 1/3 less copying than actually was detected.  

Psychometrics Measuring the 

Student Mind 

Item Response Theory gives a good fit to the observed 

probability of a correct answer, given the overall skill of the 

student. This, in turn, tells us how much to change our 

assessment of the student’s skill when they answer a particular 

question correctly or incorrectly.  

 

Our group is developing a multidimensional extension to IRT 

that can identify multiple skills in students and state which 

problems require which skills. 

MAPS The Modeling Approach 

to Problem-Solving 

MAPS is a systematic 

problem-solving approach for 

introductory mechanics. 

Students start by identifying a 

system and its interactions, 

and use that to choose an 

appropriate physical model 

for each problem that they 

examine. Models are arranged 

hierarchically, with each one 

explicitly connecting a type of 

system and its motion with 

particular agents of change.  

MAPS has been very effective in our IAP review course and in 8.011. 

MAPS gives students a systematic way to start unfamiliar problems, and 

to solve complex problems. 


